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FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Complaint of Budget Prepay, Inc. against ) Docket No. 120231-TP 
) BcllSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Florida 
) Filed: October 15,2012 

AT&T FLORIDA'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITOIN TO 
BUDGET'S MOTION TO DISMISS COUNTERCLAIM 

I. Introduction 

Budget commenced this proceeding seeking a ruling from the Commission that AT&T 

Florida somehow breached the parties' interconnection agreement ("ICA") because Budget has 

not been able to obtain for resale long distance services offered by BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. 

The services at issue are not provided by AT&T Florida. They are not available under the ICA. 

Budget never tried to order them from BeliSouth Long Distance, Inc. and, therefore, has never 

been billed for them. Yet, based on Budget's assertion that AT&T Florida has denied Budget 

services that AT&T Florida does not offer and that are not available to Budget under the ICA, 

Budget has withheld nearly three quarters of a million dollars in payments owed to AT&T 

Florida for local services that actually were provided under the lCA. AT&T Florida's response 

has been to deny the allegations in Budget's Complaint and to file a one count Counterclaim 

seeking payment from Budget for the amounts improperly withheld. 

Budget argues that this Counterclaim is somehow not ripe because, in its view, AT&T 

Florida has not followed a dispute resolution process. That argument is meritless. First, the ICA 

does not require a dispute resolution where, as here, AT&T Florida is pursuing a collection case 

against Budget for failing to pay its bills in full. Second, even though it was not required to do 

so, AT&T Florida gave Budget every opportunity to engage in an informal dispute resolution on 

several occasions in the last year and a half with regard to Budget's willful contract breach of 

withholding payments due, and those efforts proved unsuccessful. Finally, it is nonsensical for 
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Budget to assert that its claim can go forward on the merits while AT&T Florida's Counterclaim 

- essentially the mirror image of Budget's claim - cannot. By filing its claim against AT&T 

Florida, Budget waived any argument it might otherwise have had to require AT&T Florida to 

engage in informal dispute resolution. 

Budget's motion should not delay this case from going forward. The Commission should 

deny Budget's motion to dismiss, order Budget to answer the Counterclaim, set this matter for an 

issue identification meeting. and establish a procedural schedule~ 

II. Argument 

A. The ICA Does Not Require Dispute Resolution Before Pursuing a Collection 
Action 

At its core. AT&T Florida's Counterclaim is the regulatory equivalent of a collection 

action against Budget: it seeks a Commission determination that the ICA requires Budget to pay 

AT&T Florida nearly three quarters of a million dollars for local services Budget ordered from 

AT&T Florida and AT&T Florida provided to Budget. Budget may disagree with the merits of 

AT&T Florida's claim and may believe that it has defenses obviating its obligation to pay, but 

any such disagreements would not impact AT&T Florida's rights under the ICA to pursue its 

Counterclaim. It is apparent from the allegations in Budget's Complaint that Budget has 

willfully withheld payments that are due to AT&T Florida under the ICA and that AT&T Florida 

had to file this Counterclaim seeking a Commission determination that the ICA requires Budget 

to pay these amounts to AT&T Florida. Indeed, the Counterclaim is squarely connected to 

Budget's Complaint: 

1048016 

14. Starting in or about September, 2010, Budget has withheld from its 
payment of each month· s bill from AT&T Florida for resale services an amount, 
determined unilaterally by Budget, that Budget contends represents the amount of 
benefits of certain long distance retail promotions to which Budget claims it is 
entitled. 
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15. The promotional benefits to which Budget claims it is entitled are the 
subject of Budget's Complaint in this matter. 

* * * 
20. The parties' interconnection agreement does not authorize Budget to 
withhold payment. in full or in part. of AT&T Florida's accurate bills on the 
ground of a claim that Budget is entitled to promotional benefits that are not in 
any way tied to those bills. Consequently, even if Budget were entitled to any 
portion of the promotional benefits to which it claims it is entitled, Budget's 
refusal to pay AT&T Florida's bills in full constitutes a breach of the parties' 
interconnection agreement. 

CounterclaimTl14, 15,20. 

Budget argues that AT&T Florida's Counterclaim is a "billing dispute" under the ICA 

and, therefore, a pre-litigation dispute resolution effort is a prerequisite to filing the 

Counterclaim. Nowhere in Budget's motion, however, does Budget provide the ICA's definition 

of a "billing dispute." That definition squarely refutes Budget's position: 

For purposes of this Section 2, a bUling dispute means a reported dispute of a 
specific amount of money actually biUed by either Party. The dispute must be 
clearly explained by the disputing Party in good faith. and supported by written 
documentation as set forth in Section 2.1 above, which clearly shows the basis for 
disputing charges. A billing dispute will not include the refusal to pay all or part 
of a bill or bi1ls when no written documentation is provided to support the dispute, 
nor shall a billing dispute include the refusal to pay other undisputed amounts 
owed by the billed party .... 

ICA, Attach. 7, § 2.2 (emphasis added).' AT&T Florida's Counterclaim is not a "billing 

dispute" as that term is defined in the ICA. The plain the language of Section 2.2 makes clear 

that a "billing dispute" is a claim made by the billed party that it disputes an "amount of money 

actually billed" to it. AT&T Florida does not dispute a specific amount of money that Budget 

I The relevant pages of the ICA are attached to Budget's motion as Exhibit 1. Budget adopted the lCA 
between AT&T Florida and Level 3 Communications, LLC. A copy of the adoption agreement between 
AT&T Florida and Budget is available athttp://www.psc.state.fl.usllibraryIFILINGS/06/00154-06I00154-
06.PDF, and the Level 3 ICA is available at htlp:l/WWW.12SC.stateJl.usllibrarvlF1LlNGS/04/0n02-
04/07202-04. PDF. 
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has billed to AT&T Florida. For that matter, AT&T Florida does not dispute an amount of 

money it has billed to Budget. To the contrary • AT&T Florida is seeking a Commission 

determination that the ICA requires Budget to pay AT&T Rorida the entire amount AT&T 

Florida has billed to Budget. Thus, Budget is flat out wrong in its argument that AT&T Florida's 

Counterclaim is a "billing dispute" under the ICA. 

To the extent Budget asserts that its drums for credits from AT&T Florida for the long 

distance promotional offering of AT&T Florida's long distance affiliate are billing disputes by 

AT&T Florida, that argument also fruls because Budget's claims are not "billing disputes" under 

the ICA. AT&T Florida has not billed Budget one penny for any of the long distance offerings 

that are the subject of Budget's complaint and thus Budget's clrums are not "dispute[s] of a 

specific amount of money actually billed by either party." ICA, Attach. 7. § 2.2. 

Instead, Budget's clrums for rewards under long distance service offerings that are not 

subject to the ICA (and that are offered by an entity that is not a party to the ICA) are meritless 

clrums for damages supposedly arising from the fact that AT&T Long Distance's promotions 

were not made avrulable to Budget for resale. The ICAunambiguously provides that "[c]Iaims 

by the billed party for damages of any kind will not be considered a billing dispute for purposes 

of this Section." Id. § 2.2 (emphasis added), Budget has improperly withheld nearly three 

quarters of a million dollars from payments due to AT&T Florida based upon the notion that its 

clrums for rewards under long distance service offerings constitute "billing disputes," rather than 

a "cwm[s) by the billed party for damages" under the ICA. That same unsupported reading of 

the ICA provisions relating to "hilling disputes" now serves as the purported basis for Budget's 

motion to dismiss AT&T Florida's Counterclaim. The ICA does not grant Budget the right to 

unilaterally withhold payments· for properly billed services based upon its speculative claim for 

-4-
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damages, and it does not require AT&T Florida to engage in informal dispute resolution prior to 

asserting a counterclaim regarding those withheld payments. 

Of course, it is the plain language of the contract that controls, not the language that 

Budget wishes was there. See Medical Ctr. Health Plan v. Brick, 572 So.2d 548. 551 (Fla. 1 st 

DCA ]990) ("A party is bound by. and a court is powerless to rewrite. the clear and 

unambiguous terms of a voluntary contract.") (dtation omitted); see also Applica Inc. v. Newtech 

Electronics Indus., Inc .• 980 So. 2d 1194, 1194 (Fla. 3d DCA 2009) (holding that contract terms 

are enforceable even if they are perceived to be harsh or disadvantageous to one party). For this 

reason, the cases Budget referenced involving AT&T Florida's affiliates in other jurisdictions, 

different allegations, and different contract terms have no application here.2 

B. AT &T Florida Sought Dispute Resolution of These Claims 

Without waiving the foregoing, the Commission does not have to reach the contract 

interpretation issue because even assuming the ICA somehow requires pre-litigation dispute 

resolution for AT&T Florida's collections Counterclaim (and it does not). the parties did in fact 

engage in those efforts (albeit without reaching a resolution). Fordng AT&T Florida to go 

2 It appears that Budget has scoured administrative records throughout the country to find cases where an 
AT&T affIliate has argued that a CLEC bringing a claim was required to engage in dispute resolution, and 
was able to find only three cases from other states going back four years. In none of those cases did 
AT&T bring a claim against the CLEC and argue that the CLEC's mirrofc.image counterclaim against 
AT&T was somehow barred for failure to engage in dispute resolution. Instead. one of those cases 
concerns a filing made by AT&T Texas on a contract that had a. very specific Informal Dispute 
Resolution provision which is completely different from the contract language here. The North Carolina 
and Kentucky pleadings that Budget attached were affmnative defenses to claims brought by a CLEC for 
local service promotions offered by the AT&T ILECs. That is completely different than here where 
Budget is claiming long distance promotions that are not offered by AT&T Florida or provided under the 
ICA. To be clear, by arguing here that the ICA between AT&T Florida and Budget did not require 
AT&T Florida to engage in pre-litigation dispute resolution prior to flling its collections counterclaim, 
AT&T Florida is not waiving the right to argue that dispute resolution is a mandatory prerequisite for 
different contracts andlor under different facts. 
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through the steps again would accomplish nothing more than delaying this matter even further 

than Budget's meritless motion has already done. 

Specifically, on March 31 and April 1, 2011, Budget sent a series of letters to AT&T 

Rorida and certain of its ILEC affiliates regarding "Credits for Bundled Cash Back 

Promotions. ,,3 In its letter directed to BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. for various states 

(including Rorida), Budget claimed that it "previously submitted notice of billing dispute and 

claim for credits associated for the resale of services for which AT&T has and is offering a 

bundled cash back promotion to its retail customers." See April 1, 2011 Letter from Budget to 

AT&T, attached as Exhibit 1. AT&T responded to this letter (and the three other letters) with a 

letter dated April 25, 2011, which generally denied Budget's claims and appointed a dispute 

resolution contact on its behalf. Of particular note to the motion currently before the 

Commission, AT&T responded: 

Finally, we recognize that in your letter[] to ... BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc. Budget purported to invoke the billing dispute informal dispute resolution 
("IDR") process under its Interconnection Agreements with those ILECs. IDR, of 
course, is limited to disputes with the ILECs arising under the Interconnection 
Agreements. Because the long distance promotions are offers of interexchange 
carriers, it is questionable whether this dispute belongs in the lOR process. That 
said, Budget appears to have informed the AT&T lLECs that it has and intends to 
continue breaching the payment provisions of its futerconnection Agreements 
based on its meritless claim that the AT&T ILECs are somehow obligated to 
resale [sic.] promotions offered by their interexchange carrier affiliates. Putting 
aside the highly questionable validity of Budget's refusal to pay for local services 
provided, the AT&T lLECs aTe willing to engage in infonnal dispute resolution 
discussions in a g{)O(/ faith effort to try to resolve this dispute quickly_ 

Further. although there is no specific informal dispute resolution process in the 
Interconnection Agreement between Budget and BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc., in the interest of efficiency and cooperation, AT&T is willing to include 

3 Budget sent four letters to the AT&T ILEe affiliates at this time, including an April 1,2011 letter to 
BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. for the nine states in the BellSouth region including Florida. See 
Exhibit 1. The other three letters addressed other states in other regions. 
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Budget's cltUms under that Interconnection Agreement in the IDR for 
Oklahoma. 

See April 25, 2011 Letter from AT&T to Budget, attached as Exhibit 2 (emphasis added). 

Thereafter. AT&T had a series of conversations and correspondence with Budget. in which the 

parties specifically discussed Budget's improper withholding of payments due to AT&T in the 

Southeast (including Florida) and Budget's obligation to pay those charges. See Affidavit of 

Janice Mullins '13, attached as Exhibit 3. 

In response, Budget expressly refused to engage in dispute resolution concerning Florida 

and the other eight states in the former BellSouth region. Specifically. Budget responded: 

Regarding dispute resolution, Budget is always receptive to meaningful efforts to 
resolve disputes in an amicable and timely manner and we welcome AT&T to 
proceed as such in addressing this matter. However, please note that Budget does 
not agree to the proposal contained in your letter that would expand 
Interconnection Agreement provisions that are applicable in one state to become 
effective in other states. relative -to dispute resolution or otherwise. Budget 
reserves and maintains all of its rights and options provided under each and every 
Interconnection Agreement between AT&T and Budget, without limitation, 
including Budget's rights to pursue complaint filings in applicable jurisdictions. 

See May 12,2011 Letter from Budget to AT&T, attached as Exhibit 4.4 

Despite Budget's position that dispute resolution was not appropriate with regard to 

Florida and the other eight states in former BenSouth region, the parties continued to engage in 

efforts to resolve the disagreements between them. There were subsequent letters, conversations 

and other communications between the parties on these issues continuing through July 2012, and 

Budget's refusal to pay its billed charges to AT&T for its Florida accounts and its accounts in the 

other states in the Southeast region were one of the topics discussed during those 

4 Incredibly. Budget is now asking this Commission to allow it to have its cake and eat it too. Having 
initially refused to engage in dispute resolution regarding the subject matter of AT&T Florida's 
Counterclaim. Budget is asking the Commission to rule that AT&T Florida cannot ftle this Counterclaim 
(which is the mirror-image of the very claims Budget has filed against AT&T Florida) without first 
asking Budget once again to do what Budget initially refused to do. 
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communications. See Affidavit of Marc Cathey '12, attached as Exhibit 5. Ultimately, however, 

those efforts did not result in a mutually-agreeable resolution. 

Budget's position that these dispute resolution efforts only covered Budget's claims for 

credits of the promotiont but not AT&T Florida's mirror-image claim for payment, is absurd and 

belied by the records of those communications. Indeed, if AT&T Florida were required to have 

independent dispute resolution discussions on its claim for payment. the only way those 

discussions would have any success would be if Budget conceded some or all of its positions in 

its Complaint. Those discussions already occurred; they did not result in a mutually-acceptable 

resolution of these disputes. and the case is now properly before the Commission. Indeed, 

Budget dearly believes that the parties reached an impasse in those negotiations because it 

commenced this proceeding here and in several other state commissions seeking commission 

rulings on its position. 

'The parties have engaged in dispute resolution on both Budget's claim against AT&T 

Florida and AT&T Florida's counterclaim against Budget. To the extent the ICA required such 

efforts (and for the reasons discussed above, it does no1), that prerequisite has been met. There is 

no basis to delay this proceeding any further. 

C. Budget Has Waived Any Right to Demand Informal Dispute Resolution 

Even if a pre-filing dispute resolution obligation could be read into the ICA for AT&T 

Florida's Counterclaim (and it cannot) and even if the discussions that occurred between the 

parties over more than a year did not constitute sufficient efforts toward dispute resolution (and 

they do), Budget has waived any right to enforce that obligation by filing its Complaint against 

AT&T Florida. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed above, AT&T Florida's Counterclaim seeks a Commission detennination 

that Budget owes AT&T Florida the very same amounts Budget has withheld based on Budget's 

erroneous position that it is entitled to credits from AT&T Florida for the long distance 

promotional offerings of AT&T Florida's long distance affiliate. See Counterclaim ff 14, 15, 

20. Budgefs Complaint and AT&T Florida's Counterclaim are mirror images of one another. 

Budget's position that its claims can go forward while AT&T Florida' s counterclaim cannot is 

absurd, and Florida courts routinely reject such arguments. See Owens & Minor Med., Inc. v. 

Innovative Mktg. & Distribution Servs., Inc., 111 So.2d 176, 177 (Fla. 4th DCA 1998) (rejecting 

plaintiff's motion to compel arbitration of counterclaim because there is. a "close relationship 

between the claims of the parties" and the "matters raised in the counterclaim are intertwined 

with issues raised in the amended complaint"); Condominium Owners Org. of Century Village 

E., Inc. v. Cenvill Invs., Inc., 584 So. 2d 33, 34 (Fla. 4th DCA 1991). In fact, by filing its 

Complaint on the merits, Budget has acted inconSistently with its subsequent assertion that the 

parties have not engaged in dispute resolution regarding the subject matter of AT&T Florida's 

Counterclaim. See Raymond James Fin. Servs. v. Saldukas, 896 So. 2d 107. 711 (Fla. 2005) 

(holding that a party waives its right to require dispute resolution by acting "inconsistently with 

the right" and "by actually partiCipating in a lawsuit or taking action inconsistent with that 

right"). 

III. Conclusion 

The lCA imposes no requirement for a pre-litigation dispute resolution before AT&T 

Florida pursues a collection case against Budget for nonpayment of charges for local services 

provided by AT&T Florida. Regardless, even if it did, the parties have engaged in such dispute 

resolution. Forcing AT&T Florida to go through the steps again would accomplish nothing more 

than delaying this matter. 
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For the foregoing reasons, AT&T Florida respectfully requests that the Commission deny 

Budget's motion to dismiss, order Budget to answer the Counterclaim, set this matter for an issue 

identification meeting, and establish a procedural schedule. 

1048016 

Respectfully submitted this 15th day of October. 2012. 

AT&T Florida 

Authorized House Counsel No. 94116 
Tracy W. Hatch 
clo Gregory R. Follensbee 
150 South Monroe Street 
Suite 400 
Tallahassee. Florida 32301 
(305) 347-5558 
srn6526@au.com 
th9467@att.com 

Patrick W. Tumer 
1600 Williams Street 
Suite 5200 
Columbia, SC 29201-2220 
(803)401-2900 
l!tl285@att.com 
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From: MULliNS, JANICE K (ATTASIAIT) 
sent: Monday, AprIl 25, 20115:09 PM 
To: ohxde@~y.mm 
Subject: Budgets lOR request 

Danny, 

120231·TP exhibit 2 
AT&T's Rasp. In Opp. to Budgefs MTD Counterclaim 
Page 1 of5' 

Please see AT&rs response to Budget's IDR request. I will send a hard copy via USPS. 

II 
ATT's response 
Budget letters .M 

Thank You, 

Janice K Mullins 
AT&T Wholesale Customer Care 
Sr Carrier Account Manager (SrCAM) 
216476-6251 (0) 
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216-246-8067 (C) 
216-476-6013 (F) 
ianice.k.mullin8@att,CQm 

120231-TP Exhibit 2 
AT&T's Reap. in Opp. to Budget's MTD Counterclaim 
Page2of5 

This e--mail and any files transmitted with it are the property of AT&T and/or its affiliates, are confidential, and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom this email is addressed. If you are not one of 
the named recipients or otherwise have reason to believe that you have received this message in error, please 
notify the sender at216-476-6251 and delete this message immediately from your computer. Any other use, 
retent,ion. dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this email is strictly prohibited., 
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April 25, 2011 

R. Daniel Hyde, III 
Budget PrePay, Inc, 
1325 Barksdale Blvd. 
Bossler City. LA 71111 

120231-TP Exhibit 2 
AT& 1"s Resp. in Opp. to Budget's MTO Counterclaim 
Page 3 of 5 

Re: Marth 31, 2011 and April 1, 2011 letters Regarding "Credits for Bundled Cash Back 
Promotion" 

Dear Mr, Hyde: 

This letter is to folloW~up to the 'email that Tony Jackson of AT&T sent to you on Aprll11, 2011 and is in 
further response to the four letters from Budget PrePay, Inc. ("Budget") dated March 31,2011 and April 
1,2011 to various AT&T incumbent local exchange company ("ILEC") affiliates regardins "Credits for 
Bundled cash Back Promotion, .. l 

Three of your letters claim that "AT&T has failed to provide an electronic template pf()Cedure for Budget 
to be able to seek appropriate credits associated with the resale of services for which AT&T has and is 
offering a bundled cash back promotion to Its retail customers," and the fourth simply states that 
Budget has NpreviOllSty submitted notice of bUUng dispute and daim for credits associated for the resale 
. of services for which AT&T has and is offering a bundled cash back promotion to Its retaU customers." 
Howeverl none of the letters specify the Hbundled cash back promotion" that Budget claims AT&T is 
offering. Your letters further do not provide any,analysis or explanation for which Budget believes such 
promotion is subject to resale. 

None of the AT&T IlECs, In the specified states or elsewhere, are currently offering eny cash back 
promotion of any kind (whether bundled or otherwise) to their retail customers on local exchange 
service or any other telecommunications service and have not offered any such cash back promotion in 
2011. 

The interexchange service affiliates of the AT&T ILECs that do business in the relevant states (sse long 
Distance, LLC for Kansas, Ot<lahoma and Michigan; BellSouth Long Distance. Inc. for Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia, Kentucky, louisiana, Mississippi, North Caronna, South carolina and Tennessee) are currently 
offering promotions on the sale of select long distance service offerinas. Those promotions Involve gift 
cards to new retail customers of SSC Long Distance. u..C or BeIiSouth Long Distance, Inc.. for the purchase 
of select long distance service offerings. The interexchangeservice that is the subject of these 
promotions is not offered by the AT&T ILECs. It is interexchange service that is available to new 
customers of SBC long Distance, UC and BellSouth long Distance, Inc., who can be either new or 
existing local exchange customers of the AT&T ILECs. The AT&T fLECs pay no portion of the cost 
associated with the gift cards theTr long distance affiliates are offering. If a retail end user signs up for 

1 We are aware of four letters from Budset to AT&T Il£C affiliates on this Issue: (1) March 31. lOU letter to AT&T 
Kansas; (2) March 31, 2011 letter to AT&T Oklahoma; (3) March 31, 2011letterto AT&T Mlchlpn; and (4) April 1, 
20U letter to BeIlSouth Telecommunlcatlon$, tnc. for Alabama, florida, Georgia. Kentucky, louisiana, MissisSippi, 
North CaroBna, South caroUna and Tennessee. If Budget sent letters regarding claims for other states, please 
forward them to my attention. 
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local service with an AT&T fLEC without subscribing to a qualifying long distance service from SBC long 
Distancer LLC or BelISouth long Distance, Inc., he is not eligible for and do not receive the gift cards. 

To the extent your letters are referrIng to these promotions offered by sec long Distance, llC and 
BellSouth long Distance, 11\(., those promotions are long distance offerings of interexchange carriers and 
are not telecommunications services offered by a local exchange carrier subject to resale under Section 
251(c}(4} of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Quite simply, the resale obligations under section 
25 1(c)(4) of the Federal Act apply only to ILECs, not to interexchange carriers. Budget is free to offer to 
its end users whatever long distance plans, and any incentives to promote those plans, it chooses, but 
the AT&T ILEts have absolutely no obligation to fund Budget's efforts to pursue that tine of business. To 
the extent Budget is making claims to the AT&T fLECs for these long distance promotions offered by SSC 
long Distance, llC and BellSouth long Distance, Inc., those claims have no merit whatsoever and are 
certainly not subject to the terms of the Interconnection Agreements between Budget Phone and the 
relevant AT&T fLECs. 

Similarly, to the extent Budget has withheld payments and intends to withhold future payments due to 
AT&T IlEes for services those ILEts provided to Budget under its Interconnection Agreements on the 
basis of Budget's meritle$S claims for the iong distance promotions offered by entitles other than the 
AT&T ILECs, there is no legitimate basis under the Interconnectlon Agreements for Budget to do so and 
Budget's failure to pay constitutes a breach of those Agreements. 

If you have information that you belleve supports Budget' $ position that these promotions offered by 
sse long Distance, u.c and BellSouth long Distance. Inc. are subject to the 251(c)(4) obligation of the 
AT&T ILECs, we wilt be happy to review that information. 

If we have misinterpreted your letters and you are referring to another promotion, please provide a 
more complete explanation of the promotion and ooples of any relevant marketing materlals, and we 
will review them. 

Anally, we recognize that in your letters to AT&T oklahoma and BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., 
Budget purported to invoke the billing dispute informal dispute resolution '''IDR''} process under its 
Interconnection Agreements with those IlEes. lOR, of course. is rtmlted to disputes with the (LECs 
arising under the Interconnection Agreements. Because the long distance promotions are offers of 
interexdtange carriers, it is questionable whether this dispute belongs in the lOR process. That said, 
Budget appears to have informed theAl&T flfCs that It has and intends to continue breaching the 
payment provisions of its Interconnection Agreements based on Its mernless claim that the AT&T IlfCS 
are somehow obligated to resale promotions offered by theIr interexchange carrier afftfiates. Putting 
aside the highly questionable validity of Budget's refusal to pay for local services provided, the AT&T 
ILEts arewlllingto ensage in informal dispute resolution discussions in a good faith effort to try resolve 

. this dispute quickly. 

Further, although there is no spectflc Informal dispute resolution process in the Interconnection 
Agreement between Bud8et and BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., In the interest of effidenc.y and 
cooperation, AT&T is willing to include Budget's claims under that Interconnection Agreement In the lOR 

. for Oklahoma. Similarly, although Budget did not specifically invoke lOR for Kansas and Michigan in Its 
letters, as Mr. Jackson indicated in his April 11. 2011 response email, it seems that it would be most 
effiCient to address Budget's disputes with AT&T Kansas and AT&T Michigan in the same IDR 
proceeding. Please. let us know as soon as possible If you disagree with that approach. 
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I have been appointed by the AT&T ILECs as their billing dispute resolution negotiator for this lOR, and I 
can be reached atjm7567@att.com or (216) 416-62Si. As Mr. Jackson previously requested, please ask 
Mr. Oonahueand Mr. Pellino to contact me to schedule the first lOR meeting. Because of the apparent 
anticipatory breach of the payment terms of the Interconnection Agreements by Budget, we would like 
to have the call as soon as possible and no later than Aprfl29, 2011. 

Please feel free to call me if you would like to discuss the contents of this letter. 

Thank you, 

Janice Mullins 
Sr. Carlier Account Manager 
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May 12,2011 

RE: Budget Ptepay~ IncJCtedits fat Bundled Cash Back Promotion 

Dear Ms. Mullins: 

A$ a folU>w-up to our telephone discussion on Aprll27~ 2011. the following provides the 
response of Budget PrePay, Inc. ("Budget") to your letter of April 25. 2011 on beha1fof AT&T. 
:regarding the capti.aned matter. 

As background, Budget submitted notice ofbilJing dispute mld claim for credits associated 
with rCSllie rights due Budget for the retail value ofbundled promotions offered by AT&T, minus 
the avoided cost discount percentB.g~ for the period August 29,2010 forward" via Bxclai.m Portal 
submissions beginning In February 2011, for the Be1180uth states (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, ~ Mississippi. North CaroJiDa, South Carolinll, Tennessee). and in Michigan, 
Oklahoma, Kansas, II1ino~ Texas, ~ Indiana, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin. The dms 
of eflcll oftbe Exclaim POl'blI DDtices ate coofumed by sucli submissions. Following initial notice 
by Rxclaims Portal, Budget submitted additional written notice of dispute, including that Budget 
would withhold amounts due until appropriate credits arc redeemed, by letter to AT&T dated 
February 23, 2011 for the BellSouth states, and by separate letters for Michigan, Oklahoma and 
Kansas dated Mareh 31, 2011. Al~ for the Bel1South. states, Budget submiUled noti.ce of 
appointment of a designated representative regarding the billing diapnte aod claim by letter to 
AT&T dated April 1, 2011. As we discussed during our tclepb.onecalL Budget bas to date 
implemented withbolding.of amounts due in only the BellSouth states. 

Also) as eonfirmed during our can. the billing dispute and 'Budg«s claim. relates to a 
bundled promotion offered 'by AT&T effective beginning MaId1 21. 2010, and continuing 
thereafter through multiple extensions by AT&T to date. The AT&T promotion provides that 
customers subscribing to certain servico ofrerings provided by AT&T sba1l qualify for a $100 or 
$50 ~d. The AT&T service offerings included in the promotion require local service to be 
provided to the customer by an AT&T affiliated Inemnbent Local Bxchange Carrier ("1Locn). 

1325 Barksdale Boulevard· Bossier City. LA 71111 • 888-424-5588. bUdgetphone.com 
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All AT&T is aware, Budgefs olaim is fully supported by the Federal Tdecomm.uoieatio 
AJ;t and the Interconnection. Agreemeats entered between Budget and AT&T pursuant thereto. 
n.BCs have the duty to offer for resale at wholesale rates any telecommunications service that the 
am:ier provides at retail to subscti.bers who are not teJ.eeomm.uni.cns ~ers. 1 ILECs have a 
duty not to prohibi4 and not to impose UUteISOnable or discriminatory conditions or limitations 
on, the resale of such telecommunications setvice.1 Only the following types of restrictions on 
resale may be imposed: (i) c.ross-class selling; (nj sbott term promotions of a dutation of 90 days 
or less; and (ill.) a restriGtion that the lLEC has proved to the state commission is reasonable and 
no&discriminatory.) Promotional offerings greater than 90 days in duration must beo1iered for 
resale at wholesale rates:' An ILEe shall maIre its ~ services available far 
resale to requesting telecommunications ~niers on terms and conditions that are:reasonable and 
non.-disc.rimin.s Except as provided in 47 c.F.R. § 5l.613, an ILHC sball not impose 
restrictions on the resale by a requesting carrier of telecommunications services offered by the 
ILEC. 6 Moreover, the FCC bas oonfirmed that "Section 2S1(cX4) provides that incumbent LEes 
must offer fur resale at 'Wholesale rates Cany teIecomD1l1l1icaUons service' that the carrier provides 
at retail to noncarrler subscribers. This language makes no· exception for promotional or 
discounted offerings, including contract and other customer-specific offerings. We therefore 
conclude that no buis exists for OJ:eating a general exemption from the wholesale requirement for 
an promotional or discount service offerings made by incumbent LBCs. A oontrary result would 
permit incumbent LBCs to avoid the statutory resale obligation by shifting their customers to 
nonstaruial'd offerings, thereby eviscerating the resale pmvisious of the 1996 M.,,1 The FCC bas 
also concluded that: " .•• the plain language af the 1996 Act requites that the incumbent LEe 
make available [to competing carriers] at wholesale rares retail services that are actually 
composed of o1:her retail services, i.e.> bundled service offerings • ..a 

In this matter> AT&T bas un:ilaterallyrestrieted Jnmdled promotions from..resale, contrary 
to Fedeml law and the Interconnection Agreement between AT&T and Budget. The 
1eJ.ecommunicat servk.es offered by AT&T as part of the bundled promotions are subject to 
resale. Pederal law prohibits AT&T :from ~ its resale obligations by pIadng these 
telecommunicati services in bundles, discounting these services. and then restricting the 
promotional offering frornresale. A contrary result would permit AT&T to avoid the statutory 
resale obligation by shifting tbcir retail customers to bundled o~ thereby eviscerating the 
resale provisions of the Telecommunications Act. 

1 47U.S.C. § 2S1(cX4)(A}. 
t 47 U.s.c. § 251(0)(4)(8). 
'41 C.F.R. § SU13(a)l2). 
441 U.S.C. § 2Sl{e)(4)(A). 
s 47 CJl.R. § 51.603(8). 
,641 c.P.R. § S1.60S(~). 
1 FCC Order 96-315, In the Matter oflmplemeotatioD of1ho Local Competition Provisions in theT~ Act of 
1996, Docket Nos. 96-98 and 95-1:85. 11 FCC ace.. 15499, ,,94S (A-ugust a. 1996), . 
I. FCC Order 96-325) In the Ma.- of Jmp1emcmtation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecolm.ntmlcatioDs Act of 
1996.DoeketNos. 96-98 and 95-t8S. U FCC Rcc.l5499.11 &17 (Augusta.]996). 

1325 Barksdale Boulevard • Boss.ierCity, LA 71111 • 888-424-5588- btKigetphooe.QOm 
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No basis exists for the argumenCs by AT&T comained in your letter which suggest that 1be 
referenced promotion is not subject to resale under the TelecommunicatioD& Act, or1bat Budgers 
claim has no merit or does not bave a legitjmate basis under the ~ Agreements 
between 1bc parties. Additionally, notice of dispute and withholding of credits by Budget 
pursuant to the terms of the Interconnection Agreements does not many manner constitute a 
breach of the. Agreements. Withholding provisions are speciiically set foIth in the 
Interconnection Agreements for the Be1lSouth Slates as wdl as for Mi~ Oklaboma and 
Kansas. 

Regarding dispute resol~ Budget is always :receptive to meaningful eftbns to resolve 
dispu1es in an amicable and timely manner an d we welcome ATMf to proceed as such in 
adchessing this matter.' However. please note that Budget does not agree to the proposal 
contained in yonr letter that would expand Jntereonnecti.on Agreement provisions that arc 
applicable in one state to become effective in other states. relative to dispute resolution or 
otherwise. Budget reserves and maintains all of its rights and options provided undeteaeh and 
every ~Agmement between AT&T and B~ without limitation, including 
BlJdgct's rights to pursue complaint tilings in applicable jlll'isdictions. 

Please feel free to contact mc.ifyou. have any additional questions regarding Budget's claim. or if 
AT&T would like to pursue m.eaoingful eflbrts toward resolution of this matter. 

1325 Barksdale BoulEward • BOSSier City, l.A 71111 • 888-424-5588 • budgetphone.com 
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FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Complaint of Budget PrepaY. Inc. against } Doclc.et No. 120231-TP 
Bel;South Teleeommunicatio~ LLC d/b/a AT&T Florida ) 
__ ._. . ) Filed: October 15,2012 

AFFIDAVIT OF MARC CATHEY 

COMES NOW Affiant and swears under oath as follows: 

1. My name is Marc Cathey. I am currently an Executive Director..corporate 

Strategy for AT&T Services, Inc., and provide support to the AT&T incumbent local exchange 

carriers (4.ILECs"). including Bell South Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Florida 

("I} r &T Florida"), with regard to their business relationships with various competitive local 

exchange curriers ("CLECs"). Among other things. my responsibilities include conducting 

ncg·.)tiatit>ns with CLEC customers regarding various business disputes between the CLECs and 

the AT&T 1 LEes. This Affidavit is made upon my personal knowledge and belief and is filed in 

support of AT&T florida's Response to the Motion to Dismiss filed by Budget Prepay, Inc. 

("·S..tdgct"). 

2. During 2011 and 2012. I engaged in negotiations with Budget on behalf of 

variou.o; AT&T llEes.including AT&T Florida. concerning Budget's claim that it is entitled to 

reseU long distance promotional offerings offered by SSC Long Distance, LLC and BellSouth 

Long Distance, Inc. Those negotiations occurred· over several months and included written 

communications via electronic mail and telephone discussions. My discussions with Budget 

induded negotiations concerning payments due from Budget to AT&T Florida and other AT&T 

lLECs. which Budget was wit11holding based on its claims conceIJling the long distance 

prolnorional offerings. Those negotiations did not result in a mutually-agreeable resolution. 

- I -



FURTHER~ Affiant sayetb not 

Thi~ 15th day of October, 2012. 

Subscribed and sworn to -
Befo~ me this 15th day of October, 2012. 

/? . _I'? Gj\ 1 - // LiJ}W ~ lJli~~ 
Notary Public 

My commission expires: J ~/{J /1 f 
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